NEW PATIENT GUIDE

FIND A SPECIALIST
It is highly recommended that appendix cancer and PMP patients seek out a specialist who deals with these conditions on a regular basis before commencing treatment. Check out acpmp.org for advice to find one near you.

CONNECT WITH OTHERS
Join the very active Facebook ‘PMP Appendix Cancer Support Group’ or ACPMP’s Inspire ‘ACPMP Support Community’ to connect with other patients.

RECEIVE UPDATES
Follow ACPMP on Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, YouTube, & LinkedIn. Receive regular updates from ACPMP with the latest news on appendix cancer and PMP by joining our mailing list. Sign up at acpmp.org.

EDUCATE YOURSELF
Learn facts about appendix cancer and PMP, particularly about diagnosis and treatment. YOU are your own best advocate! Check out videos of our past educational events to learn more about these diseases and optimal treatment. Read NORD’s reports on appendix cancer, goblet cell carcinoid tumors, and PMP. Review ACPMP's list of recent research relating to appendix cancer and PMP.

PARTicipate IN RESEARCH
Review ACPMP's updated list of active clinical trials and discuss with your physician. If you have an upcoming surgery or ascites drain, donate your excess tumor tissue to research by filling out a simple online consent form at Pattern.org, they’ll take care of the rest. Ask your physician about genetic and molecular profiling of your tumor to guide treatment and determine eligibility for clinical trials.

Find all this and more at acpmp.org
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